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BUR'roN OPTICAL COMPANY (A) 
11 CHANGE OF amRCHANDISING POLICIES" 
The Burton Optical Company is a large manufacturer of optical 
products and scientific instruments, enjoying national distribution. 
Its products fall into four categories: lenses, cases, frames and 
mountings, and scientific instruments. These are all made in its 
plant located in an eastern city. 
In distributing its products, the Burton Company had ac-
quired, some years ago, a number of wholesale distributing units 
located in all parts of the country. In the operation of this field 
organization, it had the country divided into five areas or regions, 
with each being broken down still further into zones. In turn, 
within each zone, Branch Offices were strategically located in 
various cities, dependent upon the service and stock requirements 
of the in~ediate area. Each branch fLmctioned as a stock depot, 
handling all company products manufactured as stock items, and 
also as a complete prescription laboratory, equipped to grind, mount 
and service any prescription that would be required. 
Sales from the plant were made not only through these 
company owned outlets, but also through a l arge number of local 
wholesalers of ophthalmic materials. These local distributors were 
independent in operation. They were privately mmed and had no connec-
tion with the Burton Company other than as a purchaser. They main-
tained prescription laboratories, the same as the Burton Company 
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branches, but handled materials of other manufacturers as well. These 
local distributors also maintained a localized sales force to sell 
the ophthalmic materials of the Burton and other manufacturing 
companies. Although this might appear to force the company to compete 
with its own wholesale customers, actually little friction had result-
ed from this situation. 
The ultimate consumer of the company's products were those 
patients who had eye deficiencies and were in need of ophthalmic 
materials for visual comfort and efficiency. These patients obtained 
the necessary ophthalmic materials, or complete pair of glasses, from 
an Ophthalmologist, Oculist or Optometrist. The Ophthalmologist and 
Oculist is a physician specializing in the pathological care of the 
eye, whereas, the Optometrist acts only in the area of refracting the 
eyes. 
In order to place its products most advantageously in the 
market, the Burton Company had the task of reaching these various 
types of outle.ts. In addition to the Burton customers as mentioned 
above, there was a large group of Ophthalmic Dispensers who dispensed 
the complete pair of glasses to the patient, on the prescription of 
the M.D. As such, they constituted a large buying group of Burton 
materials and services. 
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COMP .ANY SALES ORGANIZATION 
The sales organization of the company was naturally adopt-
ed to meeting these various market outlets and consisted of the 
following force -- a field sales force and a factory sales force. 
The field sales force was maintained to cover all areas of the 
domestic market, while the factory sales force made frequent spot 
coverages in conjunction with the field sales force. 
Each zone was broken down into areas of potential, provid-
ing a set coverage for each specific ophthalmic salesman. The sal es-
man covered this territory at planned and regular intervals, contact-
ing the independent distributors who were on the Burton list 
Ophthalmologists, Oculists, Optometrists and Ophthalmic Dispensers. 
On these regulated calls, the salesman sold to these professions 
the complete Burton line of ophthalmic materials -- frames, mount-
ings and lenses. He also sold to the requiring practitioner ophthalmic 
instruments regularly employed in the refractive process, scient1fic 
instruments, complete lines of machinery, equipment, cases and 
related specialty items. 
The factory sales force VIas an organization that was divided 
along product lines. Each product division had a staff of salesmen 
or factory sales representatives who were trained exclusively 
along specific product lines. An example of this specific product 
line is plastic frames in the Frame and Mounting Division. These 
factory representatives made regular and frequent trips to various 
regions and zones of the organization. On these trips, the Burton 
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factory man traveled with the field ophthalmic salesman and called 
on all of his regular ophthalmic accounts that were covered during 
a specific period of time. On these calls, he brought the account 
up-to-da.te on all the latest developments regarding new products 
in his division, design objectives of these products, their use 
m1d application, changes in construction of old products, products 
that were under consideration in the Burton Development Division, 
new advancements in the ophthalmic instrument field or any inform-
ation that was of interest and was relative to the advancements 
and benefit of the profession. In such operation, the factory 
salesman was functioning as a specialty salesman and as a mission-
ary salesman. 
The itineraries of the field ophthalmic salesmen were set 
up in accordance with area potentials, density of accounts, distance 
involved between calls, time to be spent for complete product cover-
age, plus the factor of exigency. Due consideration had been taken 
with the view that adequate time had to be allowed for each call, 
as the elements of personal contact, information and advice were in 
the overall selling technique as important as the product information. 
Also considered in this complete coverage were the factors of in-
dividual account reaction to specific existing products or applications, 
or their desires for new products or applications. These account 
reactions, when accounted for in the overall, lent themselves to opinions 
which were highly important to the home office ~~th the view of demand 
and acceptance factors, relative to the introduction of these new 
products or techniques. 
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Company Problem 
The Company becsme aware of certain problems in marketing 
its products. The ultimate consumer, or public, apparently tended 
to look upon the purchase of eyeglasses much the same way as they 
would the selection of an article of clothing. The fitting and 
adapting of the proper prescription was considered to be incidental 
and of no great consequence. 
The results of their viev~oints were to be observed in 
certain market practices which had sprung up. The misconception of 
the public to the elements of visual care had led to the situation 
where "spec peddlers" were selling glasses to any and all members 
of society, at a price, and regardless of the qualification of 
prescription or fit. This situation had increased to the extent 
that glasses were available in the five and dime stores. 
The evil lay in the fact that the public did not question 
the professionalism of the pathological treatment of the eyes, but 
they did think of glasses as a co~nodity. As such, they promptly 
associated the price of glasses with the results obtained without 
giving credit to the professional and technical service factors 
which. were all important. 
This public misconception did not derive itself from 
any single act or practice, but was a result of evolutionary processes, 
or "growing pains", from the earlier days when spectacles were sold 
directly as a unit. This fact, vdth the continued practices of 
the more recent "spec peddler", provided a very powerful force to 
increase still further the public's misconception. This meant that 
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glasses were continuing to be sold as a commodity, at a price, 
regardless of the important factors of individual prescription, 
fit, or quality of the materis~s or workmanship involved. This 
condition was a very disturbing factor to those members of the 
professions, particularly, the Optometrists who were attempting 
to realize a more professional relationship with their patients. 
This relationship being strived for would be likened to that between 
Doctor and Dentist and patient. 
However, with this public misconception, it was extremely 
difficult to realize that approach, where individual patient eye 
comfort and efficiency was the paramount factor. This barrier of 
misconception was even more pronounced when a very prominent figure, 
a member of a President's Cabinet, was quoted as sayiAg, "I buy my 
glasses in the five and ten 11 • (1) With an example as this it was 
understandable that so many thought of better sight in terms of a 
physical unit and the price paid for that unit. The public had no 
idea as to the value of proper examination, quality of materials 
and fitting, and the professional services that went with it. 
The existence of such a condition made a fertile foundation 
for the continuing practices of the peddler, who exploited the sale 
of glasses only on the basis of price. To the Burton Company these 
adverse forces appeared to be solidly entrenched, with their progress 
being steered by half-truths and misleading claims. 
(l) A Burton Plan Handbook, Burton Optical Company Press, 1940, 
PP• 7. 
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Company Approach to Problem 
These conditions indicated the errors of the past, and 
were recognized by the Burton Company as a barrier to the progress-
ive and healthy influences that should have been the rule. To 
educate and arouse within the public the opinions that were nec-
essary to dislodge these unethical practices, the Burton Company 
re-directed its policies, through the foundation of a "Burton Plan". 
This plan was dedicated to the end of public education, to the 
professional and true relation of spectacles, to the cost of eye 
comfort and visual efficiency. 
In 1940, this "Burton Plan" was formulated. The first 
objective was to establish the fundamental fact that the true 
value of the Burton materials and service should not be considered 
in terms of cost or price. The "Burton Plan" also laid forth the 
policy that the Burton Company primarily serves Ophthalmologists, 
Oculists, Optometrists and Ophthalmic Dispensers. While they could 
not be a member of their group, they were so closely related to and 
dependent upon them, that its success could be almost entirely 
regulated by its standing with and the progress of those groups. 
The plan further stated that the Burton Company would not intrude 
upon professionalism, dictate its policies or practices, nor encroach 
in any manner upon its prerogatives. The final premise in the "Burton 
Plan" stated, tha t the Burton function would consi.st of supplying 
the bes t ophthalmic materials possible, at reasonable costs, and 
under conditions that would foster and promote the objectives of its 
ophthalmic customers. 
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Through this plan the Burton Company maintained that the 
true values to society must come from professional services and, 
as such, professional perfection could not be purchased as a 
packaged commodity. Also, that the answer to the public's mis-
conception would not be found in a professed supremacy, as between 
the four ethical ophthalmic groups. Rather, it would come from 
their coordinated performance against the "spec peddlers", who foster-
ed and traded on the public's misconception for individual gains. 
The basic point was that "glasses could be bought at a bargain counter, 
but professional and technical services never came in a package". 
Analysis of New Company Poljcies 
In the "Burton Plan" necessary definitions were written 
and presented in terms of the services provided. These were: (2) 
1. Visual care provides professional and/or technical 
(1) 
(2) 
services to the eyes of the patient. Therefore, 
professional service consists of the examination 
and refraction of the eyes, to determine if a 
pathological condition exists and if glasses are 
required. 
2. The practitioner is not engaged in the sale of a 
commodity, but consumes ophthalmic materials in 
providing professional services. 
Ibid. pp. 19. 
Ibid. pp. 10, 11. 
(1) 
3. Visual care includes knowledge of refraction and 
technical skill required for accurate interpret-
ation, fitting and servicing of glasses. 
4. The monetary value of the prescription glasses 
involved, consists only of the laboratory costs 
of the prescription materials. 
5. Ophthalmic materials are a therapeutic device 
employed in rendering professional and/or 
technical service. The difference between the 
laboratory costs and the amount charged the 
patient consists of the professional and technical 
services rendered to the patient. 
6. The examining, refracting and prescribing and/or 
interpreting, fitting, re-evaluating and subsequent 
servicing of glasses are distinctly professional 
and/or technical. 
The "Burton Plan", having brought forth a basic policy of 
company operation, relative to visual care, also included a basic 
policy of company concern. The plan frankly stated, that the 
company's concern with the public 1 s misconception and their willing-
ness to place their facilities and resources at the disposal of the 
professions, was prompted by intelligent self-interest. As to their 
relation with the truly professional interests, they believed their 
future success would lie. It also stated that they would openly and 
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cooperatively assist the professions in reaching their objective. 
Also, that it would not be maxred by the fact that in so doing, they 
believed Burton's future position would be made more secure. 
From this policy, the company outlined four ideals toward 
which the operations were to be directed. These were to the affect 
that the Burton Optical Company: (1) 
(1) 
1. Accepts the responsibility involved in its relation 
as a supplier to the professions. 
2. Supports the ethical relation of the professions to 
the public and will eliminate its conflicting 
practices. 
3. Recognizes that all inherited methods and practices 
cannot be changed at once. In time, each nmst be 
measured by its value with the professions' relation 
to society. 
4. Believes that, in supplying materials for the pro-
fessions, its institutional creed must prescribe 
the policies most beneficial to the public progress. 
Also, that all interests must profit only as they 
aid in these benefits. 
With the recognition of these basic policies of company concern, 
Ibid. PP• 17, 18. 
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the Burton Company, therefore, commenced their new endeavors with the 
premises that: (1) 
1. In order to continue and finance product expan-
sion, profits are essential. But, these profits 
must come from actual services that are beneficial 
to the public. 
2. The existence of the company must be justified 
by more than profits. It must gain t hrough the 
needs of those to whom it renders social con-
tributions. 
3. The future product success depends upon the assist-
ance rendered to the professions, to the end that 
the public will recognize and appreciate the true 
value of their services. 
4. The success of the auxiliary product fields must 
be based on policies in line with the ophthalmic 
objectives of the "Burton Plan". 
5. The common objective can only be served if the 
Burton Company does its share in correcting the 
existing misconceptions and mal-practices. 
With a change in its operating policies, the Burton Company 
completely revised its medium of contact with the customers. In 
(1) Ibl_q • pp. 15. 
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regulating its customer promotion and advertising, the Burton Company 
discontinued all direct advertising of corrective ophthalmic mater-
ials to the public, discontinued its company display and poster 
service, trained its organization in the basic concepts of this new 
plan, supported organized efforts, and aided in the education of the 
public to the essential elements of professional service for true 
visual comfort and eff iciency. 
In its national advertising to the public, the Burton 
Company followed a new five-point program. These were to the effect 
that the Burton national advertising program: (l) 
1. Would name the groups ethically engaged in visual 
care. 
2. Would not advertise brand named ophthalmic 
materials, unless in the best interests of the 
professions and approved by them. 
3. Would encourage the element of pride in professional 
accomplishment. 
4. Would emphasize the ophthalmic prescription as the 
all-important factor in visual care and efficiency. 
5. Would stress the importance of fitting and servicing 
in professional visual care. 
(1) 
Ibid. pp. 18, 19. 
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Appraisal of New Policies 
Viewpoint of Patient 
The reaction of the patient or final consumer of the ophthal-
mic materials, at first, could well have been one of bevdlderment. 
After having heard so much and having seen so much of the commercial 
approach to the procurement of a pair of glasses, the patient could 
have been quite leery of any change to his somewhat accustomed sense 
of existing conditions. With the approach of clearly defining and 
showing just what was involved in the creation of a pair of ophthalmic 
glasses, there was no doubt as to the enlightenment of the public. How-
ever, it was not a change that would evolve overnight, but one that 
would require many years. 
The patient, aided by the "Burton Plan", could see and 
realize just what was required in the refractive process in the deter-
mination of the specific prescription. This would be demonstrated 
through the techniques as employed by the Ophthalmologist, Oculist and 
Optometrist. It would take no stretch of the patient's imagil1ation 
to see that the results could not have been obtained at a bargain 
counter. 
He was being educated as to the quality of craftsmanship 
that was required in the precision materials used in his individual 
prescription. As such, he would not accept any kind or quality of 
lens or frame that was manufactured. With the research performed by 
the progressive optical manufactures, he would be able to see that with 
the use of the best professional and technical services available, 
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greater comfort and efficiency would be the result. 
He would see that the tecm1ical know-how of the Ophthalmic 
Dispenser in grinding, mounting and servicing quality materials pro-
vided still greater assurance in the solution and correction of his 
specific visual needs. All this, in conjunction with the re-evalu-
ation and subsequent servicing, would readily indicate to the patient 
the interest, resources and professional obligations, which would 
be directed to him by the ethical members of the professions. 
Appraisal of New Policies 
~ienpQint of Professions 
The professions reacted very favorably to these new ethical 
policies of the Burton Company. In their practice, they were contin-
ually obstructed qy the cut-throating tactics of the commercial "spec 
peddler". In his attempt to be professional, Qy locating his prac-
tice off the street floor, and by not advertising, he found himself 
not able to muster enough influence to compete ~~th the co1nmercial 
operator. As the commercial operator was located on the first floor, 
he placed big signs in the window and advertised glasses at a price. 
With this type of advertising and the price inducement, he was well 
able to get the bulk of the business. 
The ethical members of the professions were not able to 
effectively compete, even through the coordinated efforts of their 
total membership. Therefore, the backing of the Burton Company, in 
their ethical approach, was a most welcome factor. They realized 
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it was primarily a job of public education, but their resources were 
not large enough to accomplish the mission. However, with the support 
of the Burton Company, vdth its manufacturing and wholesaling outlets, 
a much broader and intensified program, as to the real value of pro-
fessional and technical services, could be brought to the attention 
of the public. 
This backing ~ the Burton Company was also the shot in the 
arm that was needed for the still greater cooperation and action of 
the professions, to do their full part in the education of the 
public and to maintain individual and group standards of quality 
ophthalmic materials and true professional and technical services 
for the visual comfort and efficiency of the American public. 
To the M.D. and the O.D., in particular, this supported the 
need for a different approach to the problem of locating the practice. 
The upstairs and more professional location was the most desired with 
relation to the ."Burton Plan". It also meant that the large outdoor 
multi-colored show pieces for advertising .were to be eliminated. 
That allied advertising of price, indicating commercialism, was to be 
eliminated in the same manner. 
For the ethical Ophthalmic Dispenser it meant emphasis on 
quality materials, craftsmanship and highly technical service in the 
interpretation of the Doctor's prescription, and in the fitting and 
subsequent re-servicing of the patient's glasses. It also meant the 
elimination of price advertising, with the basic application to 
true ethical service. 
The "Burton Plan" was needed and desired by the M.D, o.D., 
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and ethical Ophthalmic Dispenser. The education of the public meant 
a greater interest in their i mmediate visual problems, to the extent 
of more frequent and beneficial visits to the M.D. or o.D. and more 
prescriptions to be interpreted into quality ophthalmic materials 
by the Dispenser. 
Apprajs§l of New Policies 
Comnany Viewpoint 
·In changing its policies the Burton Company indicated 
their recognition of the existing conditions, and their desire to 
lend the capacity and position of the Burton Company to the future 
well being of the Ophthalmic patient. In the plan they saw the rise 
of Optometry, as a practice, to a high level of performance and 
obligation which it had never before known. It me~t the recogni-
tion of the Optometrist in a capacity which had heretofore been 
limited. It meant the creation of a new concept of the Ophthalmic 
Dispenser, to a professional level not realized in a co~nercial 
operation. 
It meant a more clear and professional relationship between 
the M.D., O.D., the OphthaL~ic Dispenser, and the patient. To the 
extent of a more personal and beneficial interest in the application 
of professional and technical services for visual comfort and 
efficiency. 
It meant the manufacture of top quality ophthalmic materials, 
to be used in a highly professional and technical manner, to a public 
that was educated in and well aware of the true professional and 
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technical approach to visual problems. In this vein it meant the 
dislocation and reduction of those commercial forces which preyed 
on the uninformed public, through the bait of commercial practices. 
I ·i:, meant the move was on to expose those members of the professions 
who thought more of the monetary turnover than of the welfare of 
their patients; to point them out and to show their false interests. 
It meant the education of the public to the methods of the potentially 
harmful commercial operator ru1d the bargain counters, where ophthal-
mic materials were not applied to each patient in a professional 
and technical manner, but were rendered in a non~professionalized 
and casual manner, as a peddled commodity. 
To the Burton Company the patients welfare was the challenge, 
and to this end they directed their resources and organization. As, 
i n the education of the public to true ophthalmic values of professional 
and technical services, their visual future was more assured. Hand in 
hand with this would be the rise of the ethical standing of the 
professions concerned, the M.D., O.D. and Dispenser. The "Burton Plan" 
was dedicated to the primary objective of patie11t visual comfort and 
efficiency, a11d the raising to a higher plane the more prosperous 
professions and manufacturers. 
appraisal of New PoJicies 
Probable Adyerse Factors 
As a leader in the industry, the Bur·t.on Optical Company 
felt duly obligated to lead the way to the enlightenment of the 
public and the proper recognition of professionalism. In so doing, 
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the basic policy of operation was declared and a hand was extended 
to all members of the professions and those in the industry to join 
together for the benefit of the American public. 
With this new approach to the solution of a marketing 
problem, it would be quite logical to see that there would be many 
opposed to such a drastic chang~ in their profitable operation. 
This opposition could be composed of representatives of every phase 
of the industry, even to the manufacturer. 
There would be many reasons as to why any specific member 
or members of a group, whether it be the Optometrist, Dispenser, 
Wholesaler or Manufacturer, would object to such a policy of operation. 
One reason could be that the policy, as advocated by the Burton Company, 
v1as not the complete answer and, therefore, would not warrant any 
i~mediate operational change. Anoth~r reason could be that such 
an approach would make the public, or final consumer, so quality 
and precision conscious, that higher quality materials and workman-
ship would be required. 1'his would be applied in particular to those 
operations where low quality materials and workmanship were employed 
for the advantage of price. This would mean that the operations 
would have to be altered with an increase in prices to maintain a 
proper profit margin. As such, it would be in complete variance to 
the operational policies on which the business was founded. The 
specific customers or patients, as the case may be, would not be able 
to purchase their glasses at the accustomed price, with the possible 
result of a loss of patronage to the business. 
Still another reason could be that the individual operation 
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would recognize many related factors, as to why a change would not be 
beneficial. These could be that the operation would maintain its 
price approach regardless of any outside pressure, thus employing 
the lowest priced materials regardless of degree of quality. That 
the operation would continue to charge the patients a price which 
would be the greatest the traffic would bear, thus not following a 
uniform pricing policy. That the operation was going to add, or 
continue to employ a credit policy with exhorbitant rates, thus 
assuring the patients return and realizing a maximum profit. That 
the operation was not interested whatsoever in the complete visual 
satisfaction of the patient, thus following any and all of the above 
practices to the end of the greatest margin of profit possible. 
These reasons, if used alone or in any combination, would 
most certainly be a barrier to the success of the more ethical 
policies, as outlined in the "Burton Plan". It would most certainly 
provide a challenge for the Burton Company and the ethical members of 
the professions. The degree of success would be directly proportional 
to the degree of cooperation of the professions, the degree of need 




In appraising the "Burton Plan" it cannot be denied 
that the plan was far reaching in its endeavors; to educate the 
public, manufacture and distribute top quality ophthalmic materials, 
aid in raising the standards of the professions and back the ethical 
approach to professional practice. The industry, up to the time of 
the "Burton Plan", was not in a healthy condition, and as such it 
was greatly in the need of some corrective action. 
The Burton approach to the solution of such a problem 
of distribution was quite unique. It did not hit at the problem by 
just manufacturing a more quality line of materials or by providing 
better service . The plan went at it from both ends of the system. 
The basic approach was up and over the system of distribution, facing 
squarely the patient or final consumer. It educated him as to what 
his requirements were, the benefits he could receive from the 
industry's research, the position of the M.D., O.D. and Ophthalmic 
Dispenser, and how these groups were for the benefit of his visual 
comfort and efficiency. This approach to the final consumer was an 
excellent one, and in reality could not have been readily accomplished 
by an other group or organization than the ~urton Company. Their 
size and complete coverage of distribution made this possible. 
The company's change in direct account and public advertising 
was also a sound move, in relation to the concept of professionalism. 
Operations were not advertised by the M.D., therefore, why should the 
refractive process and the sale of glasses be advertised by the o.D.? 
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Each is a professional practitioner, with the relation of Doctor 
and patient being identical. The move was definitely a sound one. 
With respect to the competitor, the "Burton Plan" did 
fall short in some respects. Some smaller manufacturers based 
their operations on a lower quality product, in comparison to the 
Burton materials. This would, in essence, put the Burton competitors 
on the spot with their customers. With the emphasis on professional 
services and quality materials the competitor would be adversely 
affected. 
Other manufacturing competitors felt the M.D., O.D., and 
Dispenser should direct their own professional activities without 
outside interference. It is quite possible that the necessary 
changes could have been made in the original concepts, so that the 
more dissenting manufacturers would also have re-directed their 
orgru1ization. The paramount factor on this issue was the insistence 
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of a small group of manufacturers to change the name of this profession-
al plan. They wanted a name other than the "Burton Plan", on the basis 
of the identification of the Burton products with the plan. This 
request was rejected and the plan continued to exist as the "Burton 
Plan". 
In the overall, the M.D. was not affected one way or 
another, as the number that actually dispensed glasses were minute 
as compared to the number performing refractions. As such, the 
"Burton Plan" meant little to the group as a whole, as they were already 
on a professional level. 
To the Optometrist, it was the guide to his practice. Through 
the efforts of the plan he was recognized as an ethical practitioner. 
In reality, the "Burton Plan" made Optometry. The backbone of the 
plan was in serving the needs of the Optometrist; with the determin-
ation of the professional fee, plus the cost of the materials for 
the dispensed glasses. The "Burton Plan" in ma.."k:ing this 5-roup, 
also made it one of its largest single customer classifications. 
With regard to the Ophthalmic Dispenser, the plan fell 
short in the following phase. After the patient had paid the M.D. 
his fee for the refraction and went to the dispenser for the completed 
pair of glasses, . he chose the particular frrune he desired. On this 
basis the cosmetic value was an all important item to the dispenser. 
It was mandatory that he have a complete selection of frames to 
satisfy the cosmetic requirements of the patient. To this end the 
dispenser wanted frames of specific styles, designs, and structures 
which were different than those sold to the Optometrist. This was 
necessary to the dispenser to maintain his customers business, as the 
sale of identical products would be an inducement for the patient to 
go to an Optometrist for the examination and the glasses. 
The dispenser wanted to be different. He wanted to have 
available frames and other ophthalmic materials which the other 
groups did not have. The Burton Company sold its complete line of 
ophthalmic materials to all accounts on an open market and, accordingly, 
did not receive the complete backing of the dispensing group. 
In its organizational operation the Burton Company infringed 
on the activity of the Optometrist and the Dispenser. This was in the 
operation of the Burton branches in dispensing glasses to the patient, 
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in competition with its own customers. This factor was recognized 
in the "Burton Plan 11 but was not set up for elimination until later 
years. However, during this time it drew the fire of both the 
Ophthalmic Dispenser and the Optometrist. 
26 
BURTON OPTICAL COMPANY (B) 
"INTRODUCTION OF NEW LINE OF PRODUCTS" 

BURTON OPTICAL COMPANY (B) 
"INTRODUCTION OF NEN LINE OF PRODUCTS" 
Present Lines 
The Burton Optical Company, located in an eastern city, 
manufactured a complete line of optical products. This complete 
line included ophthalmic materials, which was composed of frames, 
mountings, and lenses. Also, safety products, sun glasses, machinery, 
scientific instruments and equipment, and ophthalmic instruments. 
In the study of this case the only line to be directly 
considered will be that of the ophthalmic materials. The other lines 
will be considered in a general sense and then only ~~th the relation-
ship of a rounding out of the overall line to the extent of a greater 
variety of products and service therewith. 
To denote more thoroughly the proper apPlication of the 
ophthalmic products involved, the classifications are explained with 
the purpose of a better understanding of the basic products, their 
marketable traits and their factors of general utilization. By 
definition, the adjective "ophthalmic" denotes, of or in the region 
of the eye. Therefore, the ophthalmic materials; - frames, mountings, 
and lenses, are descriptive of those manufacture materials which are 
utilized by the practitioner for patient application in the general 
area of the eye, or eyes. 
For further clarification, a frame or a mounting is a device 
employed for the purpose of maintaining a lens or a pair of lenses in 
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the proper position before the eyes. A frame is the ophthalmic 
material which maintains the lenses with the complete periphery of 
the lens being inserted in and held by an eyewire which is, in turn, 
supported on the nose and on the ear by the component parts; namely, 
the bridge and the temples, respectively. A semi-rimless mounting 
is the ophthalmic material which maintains the lenses in the proper 
position before the eyes by a means of suspending the lenses from 
the front of the mounting. This is accomplished by the use of a 
screw or screws, inserted in a hole in the lens and then by the use 
of strap members maintained securely to the front. 
In the consideration of the frame as manufactured and in 
general use, there are two basic types. One is a metal frame, and 
the other is classified as a plastic, or zylonite frame. The metal 
frame and the semi-rimless mounting are composed of a core metal 
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with a covering of 1/10 12 carat gold filled material. On the other 
hand, the zylonite frame is manufactured from cellulose nitrate 
material. From the basic forms, the metal frame or moU11ting is more 
difficult and costly to manufacture than the zylonite frame. This is 
evidenced by the elements of metals, including gold, the precision 
tooling and individual areas of craftsmanship, which are essential to 
the completion of the finished metal product. Whereas, the zylonite 
frame is blanked or sawed from sheet stock, and processed with the 
necessary toolings into the finished product. As such, there is a 
differential in the basic costs of the material and the manufacturing 
process, which is further indicated in the selling price of the materials. 
In the verbiage of the layn1an, the frame or mounting vdth the lenses 
fixed thereto comprises a pair of glasses. 
Factors Indicating Need For EAPansion 
In October 1949, the Frame Sales Manager of the Burton 
Company recognized the need for product line expansion. The factors 
governing this need were that the Burton Development Division had 
completed a promising model of one contemplated frame, a combina tion 
of plastic and metal, and had in process one contemplated semi-rimless 
mounting with a new application of gold filled styling. Equally 
important were the linking factors that the competitors were develop-
ing products along the same basic lines as the Burton combination 
frame and the Burton styled semi-rimless mounting; tha t the frame 
market was approximately 9 to 1 in favor of plastic over metal; tha t 
t he plastic line needed the stimulus of a new structure frame; and 
that the Burton metal plant was operating well under capacity. 
Decision to Adopt New Lines 
In this srune month, the Frame Sales Manager proposed that 
the Frame Division of the Burton Company introduce a new higher priced 
line of ophthalmic frames. The Sales Manager had considered, after 
a careful study, that it would be more beneficial for the ophthalmic 
professions and the company, if the new higher priced ophthalmic 
frame line was introduced. 
Under the conditions the Sales f·ilanager considered, there were 
three possible avenues open for action in order to stimulate metal sales 
and to extend the overall Burton penetration of the domes t ic ophthalmic 
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frame market. The first was to apply the element of innovation to the 
gol d filled metal line, and introduce the new all metal semi-rimless 
mounting. The second was to intr oduce the new styled combination 
plastic and metal frame, as developed for a finished product. The 
third possible move was to introduce both the nev; innovated semi-
rinuess gold filled mounting and the new combination plastic and 
metal frame . Of the three possible moves, the Frmne Sales Mru1ager 
electen the course of action of introducing both new products. His 
decision was based on the subsequent illustrated factors. 
Definitions of Professions 
The professions e.t large, as customers of the BUrton Company, 
consisted of Ophthalmologists, Oculists, Optometrists and Ophthalmic 
Dispensers. The members of the first t wo classifications were Doctors 
of Medicine while the members of the third classification were Doctors 
of Optometry. Those in the fourth classification were not graduates 
of medical or optometric schools, but were qualified and examined 
personnel in accordt:..nce with existing laws and regulations, who could 
accurately grind, mount, and service lenses and mountings and fit the 
resultant pair of glasses to the patient. 
For a more accurate picture of the application of the salable 
ophthalmic materials to these classifications, the area of practice 
of each is denoted. This is highly important in that each is a prime 
element in the demand and acceptance of any particular ophthalndc 
material and as such, can seriously affect its promotion and sale. 
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The Ophthalmologist is an M.D. who has pursued, after 
graduation, more advanced courses and training in the field of vision 
and the eye. Thi s specialized training may be as much as three to 
four years. He can only be classified as an Ophthalmologist if he is 
a member of the Academy of Ophthalmology. The Ophthalmol ogist can 
refrac t a patient; that is , determi ne the correc t prescri ption for 
the maintenance of the patient1 s visual eff iciency, and perform 
treatment for pe.thology of the eye to the extent of actual surgery. 
The Oculist is a gr aduate of a medical school, but VJho, 
as an M.D. , has not pursued the advru1ced training and specialization 
to the degree of the Ophthalmologist. The Oculist can refract patients 
and c&n perform surgery on the eye . He i s not a member of the Academy 
of Ophthalmology. 
The Optometris t has attended a recognized college of 
Optometry and has graduated with a Doctor of Optometry Degree. The 
Opt ometrist has pursued courses in Biology, Anatomy, Phys iology, end 
others, but not to the extent or degree of the medical student. The 
main tralning of the Optometrist is in the field of Optics and the 
t heories and practices of refractions . The Optometrist can refre.ct 
patients, but he is forbidden by law to perform treE.tment for pathology 
of the eye, to perform e.ny surgery, or to utilize any external 
medica tion or drops in the performance of hi s practice. He i s , 
hov!ever, trained to recognize pathological conditions of the eye, for 
reference to an M.D . 
The Ophthalmic Dispenser is one who has followed the 
occupation of grinding, rnormting and ser vicing ophthalmic materials, 
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through the interpretation of the Prescription (Rx) as determined 
by the Ophthalmologist, Oculist or Optometrist, and who can also 
accurately fit the finished pair of glasses to the patient. 
The reduction of each classification into a specific 
branch of practice.and operation is not possible, as each of the 
first three classifications can, and in many cases do, perform the 
fm1ctions of the fourth classifica.tion . This depends on the 
existing conditions. in each area and on the persona.l desires of 
the Ophthalmologist, Oculist or Optometrist, to approach his 
practice in that manner v1hich will best suit the overall visual 
requirement of his patients. 
In various sections of the country the Ophthalmologist, 
Oculist or Optometrist, examines, refracts and prescribes, in 
addition to which he may perform the functions of interpreting, 
fittin g and subsequent servicing. This may be accomplished individ-
ually, or it may be accomplished by a laboratory staff maintained 
by the M.D. or O.D. 
· rn alternative cases, the M.D. or o.D. just examines, 
refracts, prescribes and re-evaluates. As such, he does not maintain 
a prescription laboratory or staff to perform the laboratory functions. 
He refers the patient to the many Ophthalmic Dispensers in the area, 
v1here the prescription is interpreted; i.e. where the lenses are 
ground with the specific sphere and cylinder diopter pov1er, and then 
mounted in the required and proper sized ophthalmic frame or mounting . 
The patient is also fitted at the dispenser with the resultant pair of 
gle.sses and is also accorded any necessary and subsequent servicing. 
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The application of these varied functions can be in one of 
the tVTo categories as considered and then applied to the practitioner 
in the classification of Ophthalmologist, Oculist, or Optometrist. 
Regl;.rdless of the actual functioning practice the resultant pair of 
glasses has a value only to the patient, as it is prescribed 
specifically to that end. As such, the consideration of the cost of 
a pair of glasses as solely the cost of the materials concerned, 
is in error. In actuality, the cost of eye care is the cost of the 
professional services and the cost of materials concerned in this 
professional service, as rendered to the patient for the purpose of 
visual comfort and efficiency. 
Characteristics of Market 
The existing markets as applicable to the optical industry 
were quite peculiar in their characteristics, in that they did not 
follow closely in their general definitions. In the consideration 
of the products, the purchasers of the Burton materials did not 
fall into specifically functioning groups according to name, as 
that varied from area to area. The Burton Company sold its 
materials to local distributors, M. D.•s, o.D. 1 s and Ophthalmic 
Dispensers. 
In the case of the listed local distributors, the company 
sold their ophthalmic and allied materials to that organization at 
the very same price as the Burton branch was billed; for the very 
same material. This price was classified as a distributor price. 
This same local distributor then sold Burton materials, elong with 
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ophthalmic materials of other manufacturers, to identically the same 
professional practitioners as the Burton Company. '£heir resale 
price was of their own determination, and did not necessarily co-
incide with the prices as billed to the ophthalmic accounts by the 
Burton branches, functioning as stock and prescription branches. 
Effectively the sale of Burton ophthalmic materials to the local 
distributor at the distributor price enabled them to compete with 
the Burton Company, in the same market, with the same ophthalmic 
materials, but with a price differential. The local distributor 
maintained prescription laboratories, as well as the stocks of many 
small optical manufacturers. 
The Burton Company operated under a uniform price structure, 
under which purchasers in any specific classification were sold at 
the same prices, uniform and rigidly maintained in any and all 
sections of the country. The local distributors varied from area 
to area, and as such, were not always operating at the same resale 
levels. As such, the resale levels of ophthalznic materials by local 
distributors, varied ~~thin areas, and from area to area. 
The accounts or customers of the Burton Company were the 
local distributors, Ophthalmologists, Oculists, Optometrists and 
Ophthalmic Dispensers. They were direct customers in purchasing 
their Burton ophthalmic materials direct from the Burton salesman 
and/or branch, and they were indirect customers in purchasing their 
Burton materials from the local distributor. In either classification 
the Burton Company was not selling at a retail level. The materials 
were purchased and applied as a measure in the performance of true 
professional service, subsequently, and to the ophthalmic patient 
by the professions. 
The market as composed of these five classifications was 
definitely outlined as a fixed market. The company knew who its 
customers or potential customers were, where they were located, 
what their type of operation was and their probable potential 
within the limits of that operation. As such, the customer, as 
known by the Burton Company, did not vary tremendously in number, 
operation, or volume within a slight deviation of a normal growth 
trend. 
This trend was well recognized in allowing for a certain 
proportion of graduates each year entering the profession. The 
application of the proportion would also be used on the increase 
in local distributors and ophthalmic dispensers. Allowances were 
also considered for the set growth of the individual practices already 
in existence. 
The ophthalmic market was further characterized as a very 
close market, in addition to its being a fixed market. Each member 
of the profession had an unusual insight into his immediate operations 
and his incident product needs, to the extent that the products as 
consumed in the performance of his professional service were in 
constant view with respect to his immediate endeavors and his 
patients comfort. This factor was direct and proportional to his 
desire for the betterment of his professional service, standing, 
and ethics. This resulted in the close association of the practitioner 
with his fellow members in professional societies as the AOA (American 
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Optometric Association), State Optometric Societies, State and 
National Ophthalmologics.l Societies, the Opticians Guild, and 
adherence to professional extension courses as the O.E.P. (Optometric 
Extension Program). This was applied also in the virtual complete 
subscription to such professional periodicals as "The Optometric 
Weekly", "The Optical Journal" and the "Journal of Ophthalmology". 
In addition, frequent state, local and national conventions 
and seminars were organized to acquaint the members wi t h latest 
methods of practice and procedures, for the benefit of the profession 
as a whole and their individual practice. At these seminars many 
scientific papers and professional research findings were presented 
by members of the professions. With the consequence that highly 
scientific instruments and allied materials were developed by the 
Research Divisions of the Optical Manufacturing Companies, of which 
the Burton Company was the largest single contributor. The Burton 
Company maintained a multi-million dollar research organization, 
which possessed the best minds and equipment that could be procured 
for the benefit of the field of vision. Products, as ophthalmic 
materials, were included at these meetings and seminars as a second-
ary consideration. 
As a result, at these conventions and seminars , optical 
manufacturers ·and distributors were considered as a part of the 
program, to the extent of places on the speakers platform and 
display rooms available for the perusal of the members. Due to the 
many advanced techniques as developed ~~thin the professions, there 
was required incident development of scientific and ophthalmic 
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instruments, to such an extent that close cooperation betVIeen the 
professions and the manufacturers became an increasing operation. 
As a consequence, the demand, introduction and professional accept-
ance of opht halmic and non-ophthalmic materials showed a definite 
correle tion with individuals, policies and organization; to a degree 
that was far reaching and quite unique in the realm of "buyer and 
seller". 
Conwetitiye Actiyity 
Need For Newer Burton Styles 
(Competitive Manufe.cturers) 
In the area of competition, the Burton Company was faced 
with approximately 100 manufacturing competitors who manufactured a 
complete, a semi-complete, or a single line of ophthalmic materials. 
Of the 100, there were only three who were of sufficient manufacturing 
potential to approach the capacity of complete lines as represented 
by the Burton Company. These three were the Miles and Stanton 
Optical Company, the S. H. Ron Optical Company, and the C & C Opt ical 
Company. Not one of these 100 optical manufacturers maintained a 
complete nation wide company operated system of distribution. Only 
one, the Miles and Stanton Op t ical Company, distributed their 
ophthalmic materials through subsidiary organizations, but these 
did not provide as complete a company integrated system of distrib-
ution as that maintained by the Burton Company. The S. H. Ron Optical 
Company, the C & C Optical Company, the Miles and Stanton Optical Company 
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for its non-subsidiary covered areas, and the remainder of the 
manufacturing group, used the listed local distributors for the 
marketing of their products. In its functioning as an independent, 
the distributor could resell its stock quantities of materials of 
all manufacturers to the professions at prices which were of their 
determination and which were not guided by other independents or 
the Burton Company. Many independents operated in the . same areas, 
snd as such, salesmen of each company contacted the srune ophthalmic 
accounts in addition to the Burton salesmen. In this situation 
the account had the opportunity to purchase any and all materials 
of any manufacturer. 
(Zylonite Market Conwetition) 
In the plastic or zylonite market, there were upwards of 
forty to fifty manufacturers who were manufacturing plastic frames 
with no history of ophthalmic craftsmanship behind them. For these 
manufacturers, all that was needed for commencement of operations 
was an initial set of tools, a saw, and a quantity of flat stock 
material. As such, the ophthalmic precision that was required by 
the professions for their ophthalmic materials was greatly in 
question. In addition, the "loft operators" varied their production 
virtually overnight to varying varieti~s of designs, colors, and sizes. 
This was to the extent that their application of the extreme styling 
elements was such as to create a problem of stocking to the profess-
ions, regardless of the degree of overall acceptance. Their position 
in the market was based primarily on price, with small quantities of 
production, extreme styling, and changes of design and production as 
additional factors; all to the detriment of the advancement of the 
professions. Their operations were such as to forestall or meet in 
an adverse fashion the production of the larger manufacturer, such 
as the Burton Company. 
(Metal Market Competition) 
In the Gold Filled market, there were approximately eighteen 
to twenty manufacturers who were in direct competition. This market 
was quite stable from a m~ufacturing point of view, as the capital 
investments; machinery, tools, materials and production facilities 
had to be quite sizable. The craftsmanship and precision that was 
required had to be developed from operations over considerable periods 
of time. Therefore, this market was not adaptable to the "fly by 
night", or "loft operator". However, these competitors did apply 
their operations as to meet or forestall any specific product introduc-
tion by the Burton Company. 
(Introduction of Competitive Combination Fr~~es - Zylonite Market) 
Just prior to the receipt of a promising model of the 
combination frame from the Development Division, a competitor, the 
S. H. Ron Company, came on the market '~th a combination plastic and 
mete~ frame. This frame was of a basic type, similar to the Burton 
product, but was quite different in structure, design, ophthalmic values 
and Skill application required in manufacture. Despite the basic 
similarity, the differences were substantial. 
The first appearance of the S. H. Ron Company frame was not 
completely accepted by the professions, due to faults in construction, 
the design of the bridge section of the frame, and the color. With 
changes in these factors, however, the subsequent introduction of 
their frame did find an acceptance and they did begin a penetration 
into the market. 
In a matter of weeks after this Ron Company introduction, 
three more, but smaller manufacturers came into the market with their 
versions of the basic frame. Of the three, two manufactured combin-
ation frames with plastic fronts and metal eyewires, while the third 
followed another route, by having only the plastic front with the 
lenses maintained in position by the use of glass screws and strap 
members. 
Up to the point where the Frame Sales Manager of the Burton 
Company decided on his course of action, the professional acceptance 
of the competitive frames were watched very closely. There was, 
apparently, an acceptance, considering the penetration of the market. 
However, there was no conclusive proof as to its overall acceptance, 
due to the short studied time, small overall quantities manufactured, 
and the existence of four smaller competitors already in the market. 
(Preljrnjnary Market Testin~ For Burton Combination Frame -
Zylonite Market) 
These factors were not of sufficient strength to the Burton 
Sales Manager, so he proceeded to test the reactions of the Regional 
personnel as to the acceptability of the Burton product. In addition, 
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he also contacted, personally, a number of strategically located 
outstanding ophthalmic accounts with hand samples of the frame. 
The reactions of both the field personnel and the few accounts 
were favorable. At this point, a sampling measure to test various 
areas was not feasible. This was due to the fact that it was not 
possible to nfake up" tools for a "pilot runn. This immediate 
problem in its entirety was a question of tooling, and any move was 
a complete tooling; to the extent that any tools made would be used 
i n quantity production. At this point, however, the Manager did 
elect to take the financial risk of building tools. Therefore, 
tooling was taken on at one hand while the progress of the competitors 
was further watched on the other. With these sets of circumstances, 
there was still no outstanding proof that the Burton frame would be 
accepted and that a successful penetration of the market with the 
combination frame would be the result. 
(Introduction of CoffiPetitiye StyJed Mrn1ntings - Metal Market) 
In the metal picture, the C & C Optical Company, in August 
of 1949, had introduced a new semi-rimless mounting. This mounting 
had as its main salable feature a wider l/10 l2K gold filled lens 
arm set in an upsweep shape. This wider lens arm gave the appearance 
of a decorative plaque on the upper edge of the lens, thus, effec-
tively applying decoration and upsweep in a gold filled semi - rimless 
mounting. Shortly after this, the Hughes Optical Company, a small 
metal manufacturer, came into the market with a semi-rimless mounting 
with the regular eyewire formed in an upsweep shape, with semi-bend-
ings applied along the entire mounting. 
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The reception to these new gold filled products was not 
evident immediately. Their main advantages lay in the f act that 
they were different, that they were a departure from the conventional 
styled mounting, and that they did apply the elements of more extreme 
styling, as those of decoration and upsweep. 
(Pecisjon of Sa1es Manaier on ~1rton Combination Frame -
Zylonite Marl:et) 
These were the facts as facing the Burton Sales Manager. 
In his decision, he reasoned that the combination frame should not 
be simplified, as to compete on the same level, but should be main-
tained at its high level of structure, design, and construction. He 
contended that maintaining the greater ophthalmic accuracies in the 
Burton frame greater skills would be evident, which would not be 
present in the competitive frffiaes, thus, preserving all of the points 
of superiority which he thought would be most desirable. He also 
reasoned that the ophthalmic values would be more accurate and that 
the cosmetic benefits would be greater, which would add still more 
favorable factors -- all to the greater benefit of the professions. 
With regard to the timing of the penetration of the market, 
he reasoned that enough facts had been derived to determine that the 
general market for the frame was there, despite the lack of the actual 
area testing. In this, he contended that it would be of greater value 
to the Burton Company if the combination frame was released in all 
Regions, so as to be available and be demanded by the professions 
before the competitive products could become more firmly established. 
With the greater values in the Burton frame, it was quite 
likely that the price would be higher than the competitors. However, 
the Manager's contention on this point was that with the increases 
and long runs of production, lower unit costs would result, along 
with the fact that better methods in tooling and production would 
lower the unit costs still further. With the careful consideration 
of all these factors, the Manager instructed the Manufacturing 
Division to proceed with production for product sale at the earliest 
practicable date. 
(Decision of Sales Manager on Burton Styled Mmmting -
Metal Market) 
In his analysis of the metal market, the Frame Sales 
Manager came to the conclusion that despite the lack of the immediate 
possession of a promising model of the new plaque application, further 
development along these lines should proceed with full speed. This 
was to be accomplished with the purpose that once the acceptable 
model was completed, immediate production .of the plaques would begin, 
as time was the essence for the success of the smaller manufacturer. 
He reasoned that here, also, the skills inherent in the Burton product 
would maintain the superiority of its ophthalmic craftsmanship, which 
was of greater importance to the professions. He contended further 
that the cosmetic and ophthalmic benefits of the Burton product would 
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be f'ar superior to the competi t ors, and that despite the early penetration 
into the new styled gold filled market by the competitors, the Burton 
plaque mounting would be accepted by the professions. In this situation 
also, he had a favorable reaction from the field personnel and selected 
accounts to a preliminary hand model. 
(Determination of Factory Stock For Prodlict Release) 
In the consideration of the frame and semi-rimless mounting 
estimates, which would be set up for each Region, a relationship 
between field requirements and factory stocks had to be determined. 
From past performances, the Sales Manager had found that early releases 
of products to the Regions had frequently resulted in a short stock 
factory situation, with the result that orders could not be filled. 
On this basis, he was going to procure each Regional estimate and 
proceed on the factor that fifty per cent of the total estimate would 
be stocked before a release was made. The fifty per cent total would 
be based on a complete coverage of bridge, eye sizes ru1d colors for 
the combination frame, and a complete coverage of eye sizes with only 
the one color, pink gold filled, for the plaque application. 
fuller Description of NeiT Line and Its Place 
For many months prior to October 1949, the Frrune Division 
(composed of the Frame Sales, Frame Development, and Frame Manufactur-
ing Divisions) had been developing the combination zylonite and metal 
frame, and the new semi-rimless mounting with the application of 1/10 
l2K gold filled plaques for the front. At this time, the Division was 
presented by Development with a promising model of the combination 
frame. However, a promising model of the new styled semi-rimless mounting 
had not been completed. 
For purposes of clarification, this combination fra~e, 
composed of zylonite and metal, had the front manufactured completely 
from zylonite, with the temples also being completely of this same 
plastic material. The lenses were inserted in metal eyewires 1/10 
12K gold filled, with the complete periphery of the lens sustained. 
This eyewire, with lens included, was then inserted in the zylonite 
front with the aid of metal plate attachments and screws. The 
product was structurally sound, was ophthalmically precise, and 
required skills in manufacturing which were beyond the skills of the 
competitors. This basic type combination frame created a completely 
new style. The functional advantage of this frame over the complete 
and solid zyl frame was in the fact that the bulky lower portion of 
the eye had been removed, and in its place was a lighter, more 
durable and precise metal eyewire. Also, in the application of 
adjustable nose pads, which were not employed in the general plastic 
line. 
The new styled gold filled semi-rimless mounting with the 
attachable 1/10 12K gold filled plaque, had not been completely 
developed to the acceptable stage. Its value lay, however, in the 
element of application of style to the more naturally conservative 
eyewear, by the use of the decorative plaques. The plaques could 
be attached to the lens arm of the four-point suspension mountings 
already in use in the field a~d stocked at the factory. These plaques 
would be manufactured and sold separately to all ophthalmic accounts. 
They would be made in the upsweep shape, so as to apply both the elements 
of decoration and upsweep to the gold filled line; the factors which 
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aided materially in the success of the plastic market. 
To this point, it meant a promising product of plastic 
and metal which could be introduced in the plastic me.rket; a 
relatively unstable market. Yet, in applying the element of metal, 
it also meant an "in the development stage" gold filled application, 
which could be introduced in the metal market; a stable market. 
Company Organization 
The system of distribution of the Burton Optical Company 
was unique in that it was the only optical manufacturing company 
in the domestic market to maintain its own distributor organization. 
For the operation of its field orgru1ization, it had the country 
divided into five distinct areas, or regions, with the operating 
field management centralized in five of the largest cities; one in 
each region. These were New York, Savannah, Fort Worth, Detroit, 
and Los Angeles; comprising the headquarters for Regions 1, 2, 3, 
4 and 5, respectively. Each region had a Regional Manager and 
Regional Sales Manager responsible for the execution of the company 
policies as formulated at the home office. 
Each of the five regions was broken dovm into smaller 
areas, called zones. These varied from 4 to 10, from Region to Region, 
dependent upon the service and stock requirements of the immediate 
area. These branches varied from 6 to 25 in each zone. Each branch 
functioned as a stock depot, handling all company products manufactured 
as stock items, and also as a complete prescription laboratory, equipped 
to grind, mount, and service any prescription that would be required 
by the profession. 
The ophthal1nic products were shipped from the factory and 
billed to the specific Regional Headquarters or stock depots, where 
they were again shipped and billed to the Zone Headquarters and 
the various Branch Offices. These Brru1ches in turn, sold the 
Burton ophthalmic materials to independent distributors and to the 
professions at large. 
The Burton Company maintained a dual category sales force; 
a field sales force and a factory sales force. The field sales 
force was maintained to cover all areas of the domestic market, 
while the factory sales force made frequent spot coverages in con-
junction with the field sales force. 
The field sales force of the Burton Company was broken 
down into two divisions; ophthalmic and non-ophthalmic. The 
ophthalmic sales picttlre is the only one to be considered in this 
case. Each zone was broken down into areas of potential, providing 
a set coverage for each specific ophthalmic salesman. The ophthalmic 
salesman covered this territory at planned and regular intervals, 
contacting the independent distribtltors who were on the Burton list, 
Ophthalmologists, Oculists, Optometrists and Ophthalmic Dispensers. 
On these regulated calls the salesman sold to the professions the 
complete Burton line of ophthalmic materials; frames, mountings, 
a~d lenses. He also sold to the requiring practitioner ophthalmic 
instruments regularly employed in the refractive process, scientific 
instruments, complete lines of machinery, equipment, cases and related 
specialty items. 
The factory sales force was an organization that was broken 
down along product lines. Each product division had a staff of 
salesmen or factory sales representatives who were trained exclusively 
along specific product lines. The factory representatives made 
regular and frequent trips to various regions and zones of the 
organization. On these trips the Burton factory man travelled with 
the field ophthalmic salesman and called on all of his regular 
ophthalmic accounts that were covered during a specific period of 
time. On these calls he brought the accotmt up-to-date on all the 
latest developments regarding new products, design objectives of these 
products, their use and application, changes in construction of old 
products, products that were under consideration in the Burton 
Development Division, new advances in the ophthalmic instrument 
field, or any information that was of interest and was relative to 
the advancements and benefit of the profession. In such operation 
the factory salesman was functioning as a specialty salesman and 
as a missionary salesman. 
The combination of the effort of the t wo sales classifications 
was for the purpose of a more complete account coverage as to factory 
products, methods and policies and their direct influence on the 
professions as a whole. 
The itineraries of the field ophthalmic salesmen were set 
up in accordance with area potentials, density of accounts, distance 
involved between calls, time to be spent for complete product 
coverage, plus the factor of exigency. Due consideration had been 
ta.lcen with the view that adequate time had to be allowed for each call 
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as the elements of personal contact, information and advice were, 
in the overall selling technique, as important as the product 
information. Also considered in this complete coverage were the 
factors of individual account reaction t o specific existing 
products or applications, or their desires for new products or 
or applications. These account reactions, when accounted for in 
the overall, lent themselves to opinions which were highly important 
to the home off ice with the view of demand and acceptance factors, 
relative to the introduction of these new products or techniques. 
Problem of AcQ,uainting Trade With New Products 
In selling the Burton Ophthalmic and related materials, 
the sa~e sman acquainted the individual accounts with the specific 
products that were carried in the line in many ways. He employed 
the approach of deno t ing the specif ic method of des ign, construction, 
elements of manufacture along with t he specific object ive the product 
was designed for, t o ai d in the individual practice. If the product 
was a new frame, he showed how the new design and construction 
eliminated certain old problems of fitting the patient. Also, how 
it was more comfortable to the patient, hovi more cosme tically 
attrac t ive it was, and how greater vision was secur ed with the change 
in structure of' the eyewire or endpiece, thus, reducing the obs truc-
ive elements. 
He also enumerated experiences other practitioners had, 
their successes with the new product in question, and how it had aided 
materially in the erformance of their professional obligations. By 
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its very nature, in the utilization for ophthalmic measures, the sales 
of any ophthalmic material or product most usually resulted in repeat 
sales · for the salesman, repeat orders for the branch and for the 
regional stock depots. The securing of the sale was most assured 
by the creation of conf idence i n the product, the company, and the 
salesman. 
Sales Promotion Plan For New Product 
Task of Adyertisin~ 
The sales promotional plans for the new products, quite 
naturally, have to be within the limits of the "Burton Plan 11 • 
(Burton Optical Company- Case A) Therefore, the media for direct 
product promotion has to be confined to the professional application 
only. 
On the basis of the "Burton Plan 11 , no direct advertising 
of the new combination plastic and metal frame or the new styled 
semi-rimless mounting will be inserted in magazines, periodicals, 
or mail pieces which is distributed to the public. As such, all 
efforts of product advertising will be directed to the professional 
periodicals as exemplified by 11 The Optical J ournal", the "Journal 
of Ophthalmology", and "The Optometric Weekly". In addition, mail 
pieces and brochures vdll be created and mailed direct to the thousands 
of ophthalmic accounts from coast to coast. This mail distribution 
will cover all Burton Regional and Zone Offices and Branches, the 
Burton Stock Depots, all local distributors who are on the Burton 
list, and the many thousands of ophthalmic accounts who purchase Burton 
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ophthalmic materials; including the M.D., O.D., and Dispenser. 
The spreads that will be in the professional periodicals 
and the direct mail pieces and brochures, will be laid out in complete 
accordance with the objective aspects of the "Burton Plan". They 
will denote the design, structure, material, and ophthalmic craft 
qualities of the product. They will also denote the colors, complete 
sizes, fitting advantages and quality of the product. However, there 
will be no indication of price or exaggerated claims. 
When sufficient stocks of the new products are available 
for total regional release the timing factor will be of utmost 
importance. Just prior to the release date, Sales Bulletins, 
covering the structure, design, material quality, color range, size 
range, and pricing structure, will be mailed to all Burton field 
personnel to acquaint them with the product in its entirety. 
Coincident with the release of the product will be the released 
layout in the professional periodicals and mail pieces and brochures, 
as mailed to the distributors and ophthalmic accom1ts. The timing 
will be set so stocks will arrive at all regional stock points at 
approximately the same time, so the field sales managers can release 
their sales program with a concentrative measure. 
During this time, the Burton Company will continue to 
place advertising layouts in those outstandL1g magazines and period-
icals which have a large distribution to the general public. This 
advertising, however, will be in accordance with the plicies as 
outlined in the "Burton Plan". It will be an institutional approach 
on the basis of educating the public as to the research conducted by 
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the -Burton Company for ophthalmic benefits and the advancements 
made and what they mean to the public. The parts played by the 
members of the professions and the importance to the public of their 
professional and technical services; to the end of visual comfort 
and efficiency. No reference is to be made to specific products 
or prices. The reference is to be to the ethical procedures and 
obligations of the professions to the public. 
In conjunction with the individual regional programs, 
as a stimulus and as a follow-up, meetings will be held in varying 
sections of the country for the further benefit of the Burton field 
personnel and the Burton accounts. These meetings will be headlined 
by the factory sales representatives who will cover in detail the 
specific products, and the overall line, as to methods of production, 
materials, qualities, ophthalmic fitting superiorities, structures, 
marketing factors and any other phase that is of interest to the group. 
Task For Compgny Sale~n 
With the introduction of the new products, the field sales 
personnel will have to concentra te their activities on behalf of 
this program. This will not mean that the salesman will neglect his 
accounts as to their other ophthalmic needs, but it does mean that 
he will emphasize and spend enough time on the new products as to 
insure the accounts complete knowledge of its structure, design, fitting 
values, color and size range, and servicing factors. This personal 
education is in addition to the mail pieces and brochures sent to 
the account. 
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This concentration is essential to the initial release 
of the products, and is mandatory with the view that the members 
of .the professions want to use new ophthalmic products for the 
benefit of their patients. As such, they require the given attention. 
This initial product education is over and above the more 
normal emphasis placed on the overall product line, with relation 
t o new products which are not of such a basic structural change as 
i n the combina tion plastic and me t al frrune, and the new styled 
semi-rimless mounting. The normal procedure has been indicat ed in 
t he sections on "The Problem of Acquainting Trade with New Products". 
Curr ent Results of Burton Frames and Mom1tjpgs 
The current results of the Ophthalmic Frame and Mount ing 
Line of the Burton Company is indicated in Figur es 1, 2, and 3. 
These f igures show the position of the Burton Opt ical Company i n 
t he industry, relative t o the other manufacturers. This indicated 
position will show the degree of penetration of the Burton ophthalmic 
frames and mom1tings, indicating the movement of sales, which is . 
indicative of the current results with respect to the length of 
time the current basic product line has been applicable. Figure 1 
shows t he indices of the Burton factory shipments of metal frames 
and mountings, as compared to the total sales of metal frames end 
mountings . by all members of the O.M.A. (Optical Manufacturers 
Association). This relation is plotted from the year 1936, with the 
year 1939 serving a s the base year. The year s 1947, 1948 are broken 
down into monthly val ues , as well as the months of Januar y through 
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September of 1949. This brerucdown allows for a closer analysis 
of the relative picture. 
Figure 2 indicates the indices of the Burton factory 
shipments of plastic or zylonite frames as compared to the total 
sales of zylonite frames by all members of the O.M.A. Here, also, 
the year 1939 is used as the base year, with the plottings computed 
from 1936. January 1947 to September 1949 values are again broken 
dorm into months to allow for a closer analysis. In Figure 3, the 
indices show the relationship of the total Burton branch ophthalmic 
dollar sales as compared to the total ophthalmic dollar sales of the 
O.M.A. membership, vd th 1946 as the base year. The values are plotted 
for the years 1947, 194B , and January through September 1949, all on 
a monthly basis. These branch ophthalmic dollar sales include frames, 
mountings, and lenses which are sold either as prescription orders 
from the branch, or as stock quantities. The values show the high 
degree of penetration of plastic and metal frames and mountings , in 
relation to the total ophthalmic dollar sales, which includes the 
plastic and metal applications as two variables. 
Figure 4 shows the total sales of Burton metal frames and 
mountings by years from 1941 through 1948. Figure 5 shows these sales 
from January through September 1949. Figure 6 shows the total sales 
of Burton zylonite frames by years from 1941 through 1948 . Figure 7 
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3,539,211 ! 9 = 393,246 
393,246 X 12 = 4,718,952 
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2,718,552 ~ 9 = 302,061 
302,061 X 12: 3,624,732 
*Through month of September 
The metal sales volume shows a constant increase from 
1941 to 1946. The sales of 1947 and 1948 show a drop which was 
indicative of the marketing change in the post wa.r peri od, from 
metal to ple.stic. The Burton metal volwne shows approxim&tely a 
10% drop, which is very little compared to the total market drop; 
sufficient to swing the market to approxima tely 9 to 1 in favor of 
plastic . This is rather significant of the professions demand for 
the Burton metal ophthalmic products, as the ma.r ket, during and 
before the vmr, was predominantly .netal. 
The plastic or zylonite sales volwne showed a constant 
incr ease from 1941 to 1948. The monthly breakdown of plas t ic sales 
from January to September 1949 showed an average, which when totaled 
out for a 12 month period, would indicate a volwne greater t han 1948. 
This picture shows the constant increase in the professions use of 
the Burton plastic frame line. This increased volwne would more than 
compensate for any seasonal variation. 
Therefore, in the overall, the increa.sed volume of the 
plastic line and the high volume of the metal line, in the face of 
a low market, indicates the high value that is placed on the Burton 
quality ophthalmic frames and mountings by the professions, thus, 
to the extent that the present basic lines show the current results 
to be very favorable with respect to the total market. 
Probable Long Run Effects 
The probable long run effects of the introduction of the new 
line by the Burton Company can be gleaned somewhat from previous 
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experience. This previous experience is along the same basic line, 
in that it did involve a new application of basic materials. 
To denote this possibility of similar product analysis 
and action, the following page in the product history of the Burton 
Company is brought forth. In the year 1914, the Burton Company 
manufactured a round eye on-center plastic frame with the bridge and 
endpieces clamping over the eyewire. This frame had received the 
acceptance of the professions ru1d had enjoyed a good volume. 
Just prior to the year 1917, a new metal frame was introduced 
by a small manufacturer. This metal frame was different in that it 
employed plastic eyewire inside the metal eye~dre. The frame in that 
state did not enter into the demru1d category of the professions. 
The management of the Burton Company did realize, however, the 
potential of th(3 new step, but in their application they reversed the 
procedure. They placed the plastic over the metal eyewire, and even 
over the temples. The frame, when it was introduced on the market, 
became an immediate success. It was in demand by all members of the 
professions because of its new style application and ophthalmic 
accuracies. 
In the year 1914, when the Burton Cornpru1y had introduced 
their new all plastic frs~e, the volume of metal frame~ had far exceeded 
the volume of the plastic frames. Despite that new all plastic 
introduction, the volmne of metal still grea tly exceeded the plastic. 
However, with the advent of 1917, and the new application of plastic 
over metal, the sales pictur e underwent a complete change. With this 
plastic being employed on metal frames, Fits-Ons, Fits-Us and Oxfords, 
the plastic volume overce~e the then high volume of metal only, and 
even far exceeded it. 
From its introduction in 1917, this new plastic over metal 
frame led the demand by the professions. This con<.li tion existed until 
1927 when the acceptance started to wear off in favor of something new. 
It came to a virtual end in 1928 when the Ful-Vue construction was 
applied to ophthalmic frames. This new Ful-Vue construction went 
hru1d-in-hand ~~th the demand for white gold filled frrunes, hru1d 
engraving and other metal advancements, which then spelled the doom 
of the Burton plastic over metal style leader. This new trend saw 
the volume of plastic frames drop off considerably, coincident with 
the rise of the mets~ volmne into the new metal era. 
This new application of zylonite, into a combination plastic 
and metal frame, can well follow that previous example in creating 
a completely new style trend and in meeting the high ophthalmic 
stru1dards of the professions. In this present application, however, 
there is a different circumstance relative to the individual plastic 
ru1d metal markets. In 1917, there was no innovation introduced into 
the metal line. This time the new styled semi-rimless mounting must 
be considered with its possible influence on the plastic me,rket. It 
could act as a stimulant to the metal line with no adverse reaction 
on the plastic line, or it could act as a stimulus with quite definite 
repercussions on the plastic market. 
In the analysis of this situation, the Frame Sales Mru1ager 
felt that the two markets, plastic and metal, were quite distinct, 
to the effect that since the plastic market was the predominate one 
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its position in the minds of the professions and the public would not 
change greatly in the near future vdth the coincident introduction of 
the nevr metal product. 
As such, it was considered that the new styled semi-rimless 
mounting would, by and large, contribute mainly to the increase in 
demand of the Burton metal ophthalmic materials over the competitive 
metal materials~ This would be based on the factors of new styling 
with the known high quality of BUrton craftsmanship. It was quite 
possible that this new styling in metal might effect the demand for 
plastic to some degree, but the Sales Manager felt that such an effect 
would be small and any great swing away from plastic would be in the 
more distant future. 
Response of Competitors 
The response of the competitors is considered from the point 
of view of their course of action after the Burton introduction of the 
new line. As indicated, the competition did have combination plastic 
and metal and all metal frame lines already in the field. But the 
craftsmanship and structure of these competitive combination frames 
did not approach the Burton construction, nor was the market anyvThere 
near penetrated by these competitive frames or potentials. The same 
situation was true with respect to the metal line; the market was 
nowhere near penetrated by the competitive mountings or potential. 
Therefore, vdth the distribution of the new Burton line, 
the competitors would be required to consolidate what gains they had 
already made to insure a volume. However, ~~th the superiorities of 
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of style, structure, materials, the ophthalmic craftsmanship involved, 
and the increased acceptance of the Burton ophthalmic materials by 
the professions, this consolidation could be most difficult. The 
competitive advantage lay in the fact that they were able, in this 
particular phase of product transition, to hit the market slightly 
ahead of the Burton Company. This timing was aided by the time 
involved for tool conversion and quantity production, as compared to 
the longer time requirement of the larger manufacturer. 
Since the competitors had the advantage of the earlier 
market penetration, they also had the chance to build on the individual 
buying habits of the professions. This meant that the Burton ophthalmic 
sales representatives would have a measured job of account product 
education to allow for a successful penetration. The reaction of the 
competitors would be to concentrate on the accounts already purchasing 
their materials,to maintain their patronage. This consolidation process 
wotud require concentrated effort and time on behalf of the competitive 
subsidiary outlets and the local distributors, who handled these 
competitive products. It would have to be such as to more than 
counterbalance the superior ophthalmic qualities of the Burton 
products, as the professions are vitally concerned with the best materials 
possible for the visual comfort and efficiency of the patient. 
Another avenue of response open to the competitor would be 
the price factor. As the competitive frames and mountings in question 
would not have the superior features of the Burton frames and mountings, 
the price differential would be to their advantage. This price 
differential could serve as a wedge in the buying habits of the 
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ophthalmic accounts, and as such, act in an adverse manner on the 
penetration of the Burton line. 
Still another response of the competitors could be the 
element of facilitating f~mction. This factor would only be applicable 
to the combination plastic and metal frame. This facilitating function 
would be the incorporation into the structure of a conversion element 
which would allow for the application of a semi-rimless mounting in 
place of the complete metal eyewire. With this feature the practi-
tioner could use the frame with the eyewire as a complete frame, or 
he could remove the eyewire, insert strap members with glass screws, 
and convert the construction to a semi-rimless mounting with the 
lenses being maintained by the screws only. This conversion element 
could appeal to those members of the professions who would rather 
use the semi-rimless application in certain phases of their practice • 
.As such, the compe.ti tive combination plastic and metal frames could 
have a dual appeal which would also act in an adverse manner on the 
successful penetration of the Burton line. 
These possible adverse responses of the competitors could 
be successful in their application. However, these responses had 
been considered by the Burton Company and were not deemed of sufficient 
strength or magnitude to bring damaging results upon the new line. 
Steps were being taken to develop new applications to the basic 
construction as to counteract any possible move in that direction. 
With regard to the price factor, it was determined that the main 
objective of the professions was in quality ophthalmic materials, and 
that price was a secondary consideration. 
